Empowering enterprise, educators and
students for a future in blockchain.

DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY WITH EXISTING
INDUSTRIES
A vocational education course designed to equip
graduates with the knowledge and experience to
apply blockchain frameworks to new and legacy
business frameworks.

DEVELOP WORLD-LEADING DIGITAL
BUSINESS CAPABILITY
Be on the forefront of emerging technology and
how it can be utilised.

FLEXIBLE DELIVERY METHODS
Delivered through Registered Training
Organisations (RTOs), online, blended learning,
face-to-face and intensive learning retreats.

INDUSTRY DRIVERS
Exponential growth and recognition for blockchain
Government and enterprise adoption
Technological advancements
Demand for trained people
Need for developing strategy around emerging
technologies
Ability to manage risk when applying blockchain
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10747NAT Advanced Diploma of Applied Blockchain
The Advanced Diploma consists of 6 core units plus 2 elective units
CORE UNITS

ELECTIVE UNITS

BLKEBF001
Establish a blockchain framework for
decentralised peer to peer consensus and
innovation.

BLKTBO007 Prepare the organisation for
transitioning operations to a blockchain
network.

BLKFRS003
Develop a blockchain network functional
requirements speciﬁcation.
BLKSMC004
Create trust and activate a blockchain with
smart contracts.
BLKOBN005
Develop a framework for operating a
blockchain network.
BLKSNW006
Develop a strategic network framework for
interoperability.

“

BLKERE008 Develop a blockchain governance
model for stewardship.
BLKRFB009 Lead recruitment strategy for
blockchain projects.
BLKPER010 Analyse performance of a
business model deployed on a blockchain.

APPLICABLE COURSE INFORMATION
- Course Duration: 78 Weeks
- CRICOS Registered
- Velg Audited
- STEM categorised
- Online delivery with a comprehensive LMS

“

BLKDBM002
Develop a blockchain business model.

This course provides a reliable framework for people to
become industry experts and blockchain professionals,
and validates the competency of the graduate. We’ve
worked closely with Blockchain Collective to align the
course outcomes with industry demands and needs.
~ Nick Giurietto, CEO, Blockchain Australia
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